Richard Perry, 19 Yerbury Street, Trowbridge, Wiltshire. BA14 8DP

Her Majesty,
Queen Elizabeth II
Buckingham Palace
8th August 2021

London. SW1A 1AA

International Post from Canada

RE: United Kingdom’s contempt for the value of human Life

Your Majesty Queen Elizabeth II,

My Name is Richard Perry. Inventor and business owner. Richard Perry.
This letter is a lecture to you and a demand for action in the crimes against humanity perpetrated
against me and the fraud and theft of all of my lifetime’s work and creations as outlined in many letters.
This is the first letter since last August 2020 where I informed the Palace that I will be issuing a claim in
the International Criminal Courts. This letter is to show the further destruction to my life in 2021 that
your Palace has supported.

I’ve been speaking with Government Officials in North America – people dealing with serious frauds and
hideous crime scenes. I’ve talked to them about my situation and I’m hearing exactly the same thing
from all of them which is:
It doesn’t take 3 years for a sincere Police investigation especially when the suspects have confessed.
It doesn’t take 4 years for a sincere Police investigation especially when the suspects have confessed.
It doesn’t take 5 years for a sincere Police investigation especially when the suspects have confessed.
It doesn’t take 6 years for a sincere Police investigation especially when the suspects have confessed.
It doesn’t take 7 years for a sincere Police investigation especially when the suspects have confessed.
This situation has been going on long before Covid 19 – YEARS before Covid was even released upon the
public. My situation has been going on for almost a decade. I demand to know the names of the people
preventing Justice and I’ll issue a claim against them in the Criminal Courts because any action is being
deliberately blocked. I’ve been advised by Government Officials or people connected to Government
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that this needs to be heard in the International Criminal Courts. I’ve been a fool to think the United
Kingdom would do anything about this barbaric butchery.
The management of United Kingdom by the Queen of England is to allow a criminally run Patent Office
and a criminally run Judiciary to undermine the constitution of our society and the United Kingdom
economy; making a complete mockery of the value of human life whilst your treasury enjoys the
proceeds of crime from all of the counterfeit and defrauded products stolen and defrauded from me.
The Palace has deliberately supported worldwide firms and wealthy but sinister individuals in the United
Kingdom by allowing them a completely free reign to tear my life to pieces butchering me and battering
me and leaving my life as a fucking train wreck. The absolute torment, despair, psychological torment
and mental torture has gone on for years. YEARS. 10 fucking years. My life has almost been completely
destroyed. I have felt suicidal for years unable to fully enjoy anything in life. Mentally tortured and
tormented under your rule. This situation is one of the most severe Human Rights abuses in history.
As Head of State and as a situation you are well aware of, you’ve allowed the murderous little shits
involved to destroy everything I worked for, for the duration of my entire adult life – over 25 years. 25
years of backbreaking work and investment of all of my time, my love and my passion into my products
and the United Kingdom torn to pieces and decimated. 25 years of my talent and investments into my
products, my business and my achievements ruined. Internationally recognised market leading products
and brands (products that are still being sold criminally by the Defendants), a thriving international
business that I built up from absolutely nothing, a phenomenal entrepreneurial success, my marriage
wrecked, and the loss of nearly all of my friendships and relationships totally annihilated.
What have you done about this? What does the Queen of England do? – Nothing. Absolutely God damn
nothing. If that is contested, until your Authorities produce a result and I am restituted and
compensated, you’ve done NOTHING.
Here are photos of more defrauded products being sold in North America. More and more companies all
linked to the same Defendants manufacturing defrauded patent and designs. It is humiliating beyond
comprehension. It is degrading and sickening.
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Simpson Strong Tie. These
products belong to me. All
the revenues being made
illegally and fraudulently
belong to me. I invented
them, I created them, I
invested my love and
passion into bringing them
to market.

I’ve been left abandoned, persecuted and severely abused by the United Kingdom, suffering heartache
and emotional trauma every single day of my life for the last 8 years since the crime against me became
known and was reported. I’m frightened to death to open my emails because every time I do there are
attacks on me carried out by your Patent Office, your Judiciary and your Police Force. It takes me weeks
to reply to fights with your Patent Office because I’m on my own and up against a mountain of terrifying
corruption and having to watch helplessly as my life is smashed into the ground. I am cringing in fright
every time there is a knock on the door because of all the bailiffs that have been kicking my door in to
collect money that isn’t owed due to fraudulent and corrupted judgements aiding and abetting serious
and organised crime. In fear because of the Defendant worldwide firms making death threats such as
“we’re going to bury you in concrete” and you’ve done absolutely NOTHING.
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Instead of being able to enjoy my accomplishments and achievements and feel proud of what I had
done and reap the financial rewards that I have been cheated out of, I’m living in sheer torment having
to watch and listen to the miniscule successes of others living in big houses and driving nice cars, when
my achievements dwarf anything these little idiots have made. I’m constantly having to suffer ridicule
and belittling comments from losers who think they’re absolutely it because they’ve made a bit of
money from flipping properties, whilst I’m left in the freezing cold and rain raking up God damn leaves in
a fucking car park for minimum wage, being depersonalized and made to feel ashamed of my
unprecedented success. I was always well spoken and polite and now my language is full of hate. In any
conversations with acquaintances, I feel ashamed about talking about my own incredible achievements
and my products because after 25 years of unprecedented success I don’t have anything to show for it
because I’ve been robbed. Robbed, butchered and defrauded by the United Shit Hole Kingdom and the
US firms that are allowed to go around murdering and destroying people for profit. This is going on
whilst your wretched moral-less Government lavishes itself with profit from taxes made from laundered
and defrauded monies from my creations and decades of backbreaking work and investment. Why
should anyone pay any taxes to your Government whilst you’re allowing this situation to continue?
If it were foreign nations committing this crime against the United Kingdom or Commonwealth, your
Government would be declaring Acts of War and Terrorism and yet because I’m an individual without
any power or money you allow these crimes to be committed all on me. Everything all on me. Driving
me to my death.
The Queen of England can’t control her Police force,
She certainly doesn’t have any control over her Judiciary who continually rule against the Crown,
Her Government is a joke, and,
She doesn’t have any military might.
The English Crown is a doormat for the world to walk all over it – as proven by this situation .

In relation to my daily life and Human Rights to life:
The United Kingdom doesn’t have any lawful right to be blocking all of my website URLs to try to remove
my business and personal presence off of the internet, preventing my lawfully run business from
trading.
Your Government’s blocking of my websites has led to the final destruction of my business in the UK in
2020 and the landlord of my workshop illegally terminated my contract after being his tenant for 17
years and destroyed £40,000 worth of stock and personal memoirs. This was because he couldn’t
contact me to discuss the rent because your shitty Government has blocked all of my communications.
Your corrupt and sinister Government headed up by the Clown Prime Minister has made my business
(that went from a thriving start up to having two warehouses and an organised neatly run office) turn to
this:
A pile of shit heaped up in the dirt and strewn across a rat infested barn floor, with bird shit all over my
personal belongings. A total contempt for my life, my achievements and the value of human life. My
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mother and brother were horrified and were left trying to salvage what they could after the landlord
illegally removed and destroyed most of my belongings. I wasn’t even given any formal lawful notice.
Being stuck in Canada, I had no chance of being able to get back to the UK to resolve it because of Covid.
The United Kingdom is the fucking scum and filth of the earth, and I demand compensation and
damages are paid in excess of £2 billion. One billion for my creative rights and a billion for crimes against
humanity or I will sue the United Kingdom in the International Criminal Courts.
Under your rule my life and business has gone from this:

To This:
Photos Below:
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Murderous little God damn shit bags.

The United Kingdom doesn’t have any lawful right to be monitoring all of my emails and preventing
witnesses from contacting me in order to conceal its serious Human Rights abuse. Everyone: they have
been doing this because good people speak up and have provided evidence to me. I’m told the evidence
extracted from the Defendants by the Police is ‘staggering’.
The United Kingdom doesn’t have any lawful right to send Government agents to follow me around and
take photos of me - intimidating me and making me feel ostracised and abused as if I don’t have a right
to life or any dignity. Who the hell do you think you are??? A bankrupt little nation in the north Atlantic.
The United Kingdom doesn’t have any lawful right to be preventing justice and denying me all access to
law enforcement:
Any access to sincere and proper justice has been denied for ten years whilst you allow murderous little
shits to flood the global marketplace with counterfeits and patent defrauded products, cheating and
stealing hundreds of millions of dollars from my creations, my talent, my love and passion and my
investments. Any access to justice that is given is only for the Defendants to bring fraudulent claims
against me that are supported by corrupted and criminal judgements so that the United Kingdom can
rubbish and destroy intellectual property rights and anyone attempting to enforce them.
Any access to law enforcement is flippant and ugly with supposedly complex fraud investigations being
carried out that never yield any results. This is because your Authorities refuse all access to law
enforcement and protection under the law: “We don’t know what crime is”. “We don’t know what
intellectual property fraud is”. “I can’t see any crime”. “There isn’t any judicial crime”. “There isn’t any
crime within our jurisdiction”. “It isn’t our Force dealing with it so we can’t get involved, keep hounding
the London Force for an update”. “We’ve destroyed this evidence because we think it isn’t needed”.
Your Police Force refuses to provide any update in the complex fraud investigation as they are obliged to
do by the Victim’s Charter, or take any action whatsoever against the Worldwide firms bribing your
sleazy Government and Judiciary.
There was a confrontation between the Palace team and the Judiciary because the Judiciary refuse to
allow any justice in relation to IP rights and they’re partly controlling the Police Force. It makes a
mockery of the power and authority of the Crown. Those people trying to do the right thing thinking
they had the power of the Crown must have been humiliated.

The Patent Office is being run and administered criminally and the man that is heading up the Patent
Office, or who is controlling it, is committing serious crime by allowing patents to be traded before
they’ve ever been granted. It is a black market in IP rights. Totally illegal.
This year has seen the final total destruction of all of my patents and everything I worked for – whilst
you just sit there on the back seat too afraid to make a stand against a corrupted Judiciary that controls
the Patent Office. I understand that you’ll never read this letter because the little clowns you’ve given
Authority to won’t let it get through to you. I’m writing it anyway.
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I demand that action is taken against the Defendants to arrest, detain and prosecute serious and
organised crime, severe Human Rights abuses, Mental Torture and Crimes Against Humanity against me.
Mr. Justice Richard Hacon – removed from Judicial Office and Jailed.
Mr. Justice Mann – removed from Judicial Office and Jailed.
Mr. Justice Colin Birss – removed from Judicial Office and Jailed.
And all the rest of them: Arnold, Newey, Lewison, Exton, McCahill, Giddings, Britton.

I demand that the Defendants are arrested and jailed with serious crime prevention orders imposed:
Betafence
FH Brundle
Birkdale Sales
Britannia Fasteners
Mehru Engineering (India)
Simpson Strong Tie
Saint Gobain

I demand that the Police Officers involved in serious and organised crime are removed from the Force
and jailed:
Ian Younger
Steven Kettle
Jonathan Lee

I demand that the criminally run law firms are closed down, struck off and their owners jailed:
Collyer Bristow LLP
Wake Smith LLP
KOB – Belgium
Begbies Traynor Group
Patrick Wheeler
Stuart Baran
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Chandi Thani
Michael Locke
Stewart Austin
Abraham someone of Collyer Bristow – too insignificant I can’t remember his name.

I demand the Government Officials involved are jailed:
Hayley Bird
Mitzi Mace
Mark Forge
Tim Moss
Sean Dennehey
John Alty
Mandy Screen
And the others in the Patent Office involved in serious crime.

I demand that the Individuals behind the firms are jailed:
Michael Brundle
Richard Brundle
Henry Hulme
John Abernathie
Abigail Abernathie
The Directors of Britannia Fasteners Ltd

All of these names and what these people have done to me go around and around in my head all day
long. I wonder every minute of the day why these people are even allowed to walk freely in society. I
pray that help will arrive swiftly – it doesn’t. I think I have PTSD and health problems because of this
murderous situation. The sheer loss and grief and nothing except seeing the Defendants jailed is going
to resolve it. I hope we have a few deaths and some of them commit suicide. The rest all jailed and die in
jail.
We also know that there is a wealthy individual most likely related to the Royal Family who is
masterminding the destruction behind it all – he has a ‘go between’ legal /messenger person between
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the man who is controlling the Patent Office and himself; passing orders and messages back and forth
between this man and the Patent Office in their black market trading – deciding what will be granted
and what wont and making plans to sell rights and products from other people’s investments. This
person whoever he is, is committing Human Rights abuses and is destroying lives. He is trading in
people’s patents before they ever get published or granted. His actions so illegal that he is undermining
the Crown and the efforts of the global community to trade harmoniously. He is committing treason
against the United Kingdom. He also has someone else involved with him - there are three of them
doing it. If this is a member of the Royal Family then his actions are treasonous and he doesn’t have the
benefit of any immunity. I demand this person is arrested and jailed. These are different people to those
behind Betafence even though they may all know one another.

It seems to me that Queen Elizabeth II is the weakest and most pathetic Monarch ever to sit on the
English throne.
She is over-ruled by her own Government, She cannot control her Judiciary and her Police Force are no
more than dogs without any power to take any action whatsoever against crimes against humanity.

I hope when she reflects on her life and thinks about what her reign has meant she will realise that she
should have taken the bull by the horns and stepped in and taken action in this evil and mortifying
situation. Instead of sending me pathetic little letters that state “As the sovereign ruler we cannot get
involved in matters of law of policy” she should give all the power and resources to clean up the
corruption and enforce these IP rights. That issue is the most pressing of all issues ever to be put before
the English Crown.

Anyone reading:
DO NOT INVEST YOUR MONEY AND LIFE IN THE UNITED KINGDOM BECAUSE YOU WILL END UP DEAD.

Sincerely,

Black Lives Matter – What happens if a black person tries to enforce intellectual property rights? Does
their life matter then?

We’re all in it together – but we’re not really, especially if you try to enforce your creative rights. You’re
on your own.
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